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Abstract

Large music festivals and stadium concerts are known to produce unique vibration signals that resemble harmonic tremor, particularly at frequencies around 1-10 Hz. This study investigates the seismic signals of a Taylor Swift concert performed on 5 August 2023 (UTC) as part of a series at SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, CA, with an audience of ~70,000. Signals were recorded on regional seismic network stations located within ~9 km of the stadium, as well as on strong-motion sensors placed near and inside the stadium prior to the concert series. We automatically identified the low-frequency signals from spectrograms using a Hough transform approach and characterized their start times, durations, frequency content, particle motions, radiated energy,
and equivalent magnitudes. These characteristics allowed us to associate the signals with individual songs and explore the nature of the seismic source. The signal frequencies matched the song beat rates well, whereas the signal and song durations were less similar. Radiated energy was determined to be a more physically-relevant measure of strength than magnitude given the tremor-like nature of the signals. The structural response of the stadium showed nearly equal shaking intensities in the vertical and horizontal directions at frequencies that match the seismic signals recorded outside the stadium. Additionally, we conducted a brief experiment to further evaluate whether the low-frequency signals could be generated by the speaker system and instruments, audience motions, or something else. All evidence considered, we interpret the signal source as primarily crowd motion in response to the music. Particle motions of the strongest harmonics are consistent with Rayleigh waves influenced by scattered body waves and likely reflect how the crowd is moving. Results from three other musical performances at SoFi in summer 2023 were similar, though differences in the signals may relate to the musical genre and variations in audience motions.

Introduction

Human activities are well-known ambient seismic noise generators (e.g., Diaz et al., 2017). Large rock/pop concerts are one activity that can produce a notable vibration signal and have previously caught seismologists’ attention (e.g., Erlingsson and Bodare, 1996; Green and Bowers, 2008; Denton, 2014). “Concert tremor” is typically recorded as extended duration signals with narrowband, harmonic frequency peaks between ~1-10 Hz, though nearby recordings may also include energy at higher frequencies, particularly audible ranges (>20 Hz). The low-frequency signals are broadly similar to harmonic tremor recorded from volcanic and other sources. Although the signals have been definitively associated with concerts, there has been debate about the exact source of the signals, with arguments for the sound
system/instruments and for the audience movements. As with other anthropogenic signals, concert tremor also captivates non-scientists, such as the “SwiftQuake” that went viral after a Taylor Swift concert in July 2023 in Seattle, WA (Caplan-Auerbach et al., 2023). The shaking may even affect people living nearby (e.g., Browitt & Walker, 1993).

During the summer of 2023, Swift performed six concerts during 4-10 August (UTC) at SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, CA. Prior to the concert series, we deployed seismic instruments near and within the stadium (Figure 1). These supplemented the permanent seismic stations in the area and provided more detailed recordings. We focused our analysis on Swift’s 5 August (4 August, local time) concert, though the others are all highly similar. We characterized the seismic signals produced by the concert (e.g., Figure 2) and explored the structural response of the stadium to gain insight into the source of the seismic signals and the stadium vibrations. Additionally, we conducted a brief experiment with a speaker system to further investigate the potential source. Lastly, we briefly discuss analysis results from three other popular music acts that also had concerts at the same venue in the summer of 2023 (Morgan Wallen (country), Metallica (metal), and Beyonce (pop/R&B)) to explore potential differences across genres.
Figure 1: (a) Map showing the concert venue and nearby seismic stations (circles) that recorded signals from the Swift concerts (blue). Zoomed inset shows the location of proximal stations relative to SoFi stadium. (b) Locations of triaxial sensors temporarily deployed inside the SoFi Stadium bowl (red triangles). Purple polygon depicts the concert stage shape and location. Black arrow indicates Stadium-North direction.

Geological and Stadium-Structure Setting

The SoFi Stadium complex is located ~15 km SW of downtown Los Angeles. It overlies thick sediments of varying composition that make up the Los Angeles sedimentary basin and older consolidated rocks that make up the “bedrock” units consisting of deep-water marine deposits at depths of up to 8 km (Yerkes et al., 1965; Wright et al., 1991; Shaw et al., 2015; Ponti et al., 2022). SoFi is located a few kilometers west of the surface location associated with the thickest part of the basin. The geotechnical specifications for the site are “deep alluvium” Class C, with measured Vs30 of ~400 m/s (California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program, CSMIP station No. 14M33). The stadium complex is within the active Newport-Inglewood fault zone, where the main strand is strike-slip and restraining bends formed by steps are dip-slip (Sahakian et al., 2017). The total Newport-Inglewood fault system extends along the western side of the Los Angeles basin for over 60 km and is considered capable of generating M7+ earthquakes (Sahakian et al., 2017).

The SoFi Stadium complex consists of several components, including the stadium bowl containing the field where football games and concerts are held, and an isolated free-standing roof-canopy system. The stadium bowl seats over 70,000 spectators within eight levels for regular events and over 100,000 spectators during special events. Because SoFi is close to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), the lowest level had to be constructed approximately 100 ft
(30.5 m) below ground level so that the top of the structure would be out of airplane flight path altitudes. Level 6 corresponds to ground level, and the bottom level of the bowl where the field is located is about 100 ft below ground level. The bowl is physically separate from the surrounding mechanically stabilized earth retaining walls encircling the entire bowl and bounding a 12-foot-wide, open-air, oval annulus. SoFi stadium was constructed between 2016 and 2020, and additional structural design details are provided in Supplementary Text S1.

**Seismic Data**

Signals from the Swift concerts were detected on permanent seismic monitoring sites in the CI (California Institute of Technology, 1926) and NP (U. S. Geological Survey, 1931) networks as well as sensors that were temporarily deployed near and within the stadium prior to the concert series. The network sites consist of strong motion sensors (i.e., accelerometers), sometimes co-located with a seismic broad-band instrument. CI data is typically acquired at 100 Hz sampling and archived at the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC, 2013). A strong motion sensor (2G Episensor) and Basalt data logger were temporarily installed ~400 m west of the stadium (ZY.CIT-E, Figure 1a inset). The sensor and data logger were installed on foundation level slabs of a building with good ground coupling, and data was collected at both 100 and 200 Hz sampling rates during 5-10 August (UTC). Additionally, 100 Hz data were obtained from a CE network station located under the SoFi parking lot (~490 m from stadium center) for two Metallica concerts (26 & 28 August) and one Beyonce concert (2 September) (California Geological Survey, 1972).

We also deployed a set of instruments from 4-10 August inside the stadium for the structural response analysis. The sensors are part of the Community Seismic Network (CSN), which consists of about 1200 stations deployed at the ground level and on upper floors of buildings throughout California (Clayton et al., 2020; Kohler et al., 2020). CSN sensors are low-cost
MEMS accelerometers that record acceleration waveform data continuously at 50 Hz sampling within ± 2g maximum amplitude levels. The sensors relay continuous waveform data and shaking intensity parameters using the Amazon Web Services cloud environment. For this study, we placed the triaxial CSN sensors in the stadium as follows: four on Level 1 (lowest level at the same elevation as the concert stage), two on Level 4 (halfway up the stadium bowl), and four on Level 8 (the highest walkable level inside the bowl). The sensors were placed approximately equidistantly on each level (Fig. 1b) with the orthogonal horizontal components oriented parallel to the long axis of the bowl/field (“Stadium-North”) and to the short axis of the bowl/field (“Stadium-East”). The Stadium-North orientation is about 25 degrees west of geographical north.

Identifying Concert Tremor in Seismic Data

The Taylor Swift concert tremor signals have unique characteristics that make them easy to identify with a spectrogram. Most notable are harmonic, narrowband signals in the low frequency range around 1-10 Hz that each last a few minutes and have temporally-varying amplitudes (Figure 2). These signals repeat across different nights with high correlation and correspond to different songs that were played (Table S1). Additionally, the signals were very similar to those recorded outside Lumen Field in Seattle, WA, during Swift concerts one month before the SoFi concerts (Caplan-Auerbach et al., 2023). Because each night is not exactly repeated, temporal shifts between songs and for the concert as a whole are observed (Figure S1) as well as two surprise songs that differed every concert (songs 37 & 38 in Table S1). The signals were clearly recorded on stations located up to ~9.5 km from the stadium, including a strong-motion station located at LAX (NP.5499). The recorded signals were similar on all three sensor components, although the relative amplitudes differed for each signal.
Figure 2: (a) Vertical-component spectrograms from five stations at varying distances for four hours around the 5 August 2023 Swift concert (starting at 03:00 UTC, or 8pm on 4 August, local time). (b) Example concert tremor waveform for song 9 (“Love Story”), bandpass filtered from 1-6 Hz.

Concert Tremor Characterization & Relation to Songs

To analyze the concert tremor in more detail, we first obtained the start and end times of each signal. Since the signals have well-defined frequency bands, we used the Hough transform approach (Hough, 1962) to find lines in the spectrogram. The spectrograms were generated for a 4-hour window around the concert time using windows of 8192 samples for 100 Hz data (e.g., CI.BHP) and 16384 samples for 200 Hz data (e.g., ZY.CIT-E), both with 90% overlap.
To make the spectrograms more suitable for applying the Hough transform, we needed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio as much as possible and then binarize the image. For stations with signals that were well-recorded on all three components at the same frequencies, we stacked the spectrograms to strengthen signals and reduce noise; otherwise, we used the vertical component, which typically had the best signal-to-noise ratio. We then normalized the spectrograms, either by dividing by the maximum value of the entire spectrogram or by the maximum value of each column (i.e., time window). The latter approach led to better balance between the strongest and weakest signals and worked best in situations where amplitudes varied significantly between songs, such as on station ZY.CIT-E. The normalized spectrogram was then turned into a binary image (i.e., values of one and zero) using either an adaptive method or a minimum threshold value (Figure 3).
Once a binary image was generated, we used the Hough transform approach (Hough, 1962) to identify lines in the image. The Hough transform parameterizes a line using two variables: the length of a vector starting at the origin and meeting the line perpendicularly ($\rho$), and the angle of that vector from the x-axis ($\theta$). After its application, we searched the resulting $\rho$-$\theta$ space for peaks that potentially corresponded to line segments in the image. We filtered the list of line segments to remove duplicates and extraneous lines using a priori knowledge that our signals are horizontal or nearly so and should correspond to one line per song (temporal constraint). A few manual corrections were made for trickier situations (e.g., combining overlapping lines). We determined the signal durations from the end points of the lines and estimated the frequencies from the lines' vertical positions. The start times and durations of the lines were used to extract seismic data for each song. We calculated the spectrum of the signal and identified the frequency peak(s) with more precision using an automatic function along with manual intervention when necessary to remove peaks from strong noise while retaining weaker signals.

We matched our list of spectrogram lines with songs in the concert’s setlist (obtained from https://www.setlist.fm, last accessed 30 Oct 2023). By using the line start times, durations, and frequencies, we were able to match the lines with the associated songs, even though some songs were missing from the seismic data. This is similar to previous studies (e.g., Denton, 2014) that have found a correlation between a song’s beat rate and the frequency content of the associated seismic signal.
For the 5 August Swift concert, we were able to detect 43 of the 45 songs plus a weak signal during the introductory recording played on the sound system (0 in Table S1). Two adjacent songs (30 & 31) with the same beat rate per minute (BPM) were likely merged into one Hough line, so we associate both with the same line. Two other songs (39 & 40) had a similar situation, though the signal was split into two overlapping Hough lines. The two songs missing from our analysis were not visible in the ZY.CIT-E spectrogram and likely did not create a signal above the noise floor for that site and distance.

Figure 4: a) Album and seismic duration of each song in chronological order. “Shortened” refers to songs that were marked as such in the set list, and “normal” refers to the rest. b) Histogram of the percent difference between the seismic duration compared to the album duration. c) Album beats per minute (BPM, red diamonds), the frequency at which the Hough line was identified
(magenta star), and frequency peaks from the spectrum (blue circles, lighter blue for the strongest peak) for each song in chronological order. d) Comparison of the album beat rates to the identification frequency (stars) and frequency peaks (circles). “Song number” refers to the index in Table S1.

After matching the signals and songs, we compared the duration and beat rate from the album version (i.e., studio recording) of the song, keeping in mind that live songs are not always played exactly the same as the album versions. Both values were obtained from https://songbpm.com (last accessed 30 Oct 2023). Differences between the album and seismic durations varied from 0.7% to 68%. Nine of the 44 songs were marked as “shortened” on the setlist, and most of these had seismic durations shorter than the album version (Figure 4a&b). For the rest of the songs, 22 of 36 seismic durations were within 25% of the album duration, and 30 of 36 were within 40%.

The album version beat rates and the frequencies of the seismic signals match very well. Nearly all songs correspond to a maximum frequency peak approximately equal to or double the beat rate (Figure 4c&d). The only song with a beat rate above 3 Hz (180 BPM) had a maximum frequency peak at half the rate. We found up to 4 frequency peaks per song at integer ratios, indicating the signal is harmonic. All but three songs were identified at their strongest frequency peak (i.e., harmonic).

Particle Motion

We further explored the nature of the seismic signals by considering the particle motion (e.g., Figure 5a & S2), which provides information about the type of wave generated and may give insight into the source. For easier comparison, we parameterized the particle motion of each
song and harmonic (frequency peak +/- 0.2 Hz) on station ZY.CIT-E using moving windows over
the song’s duration with the median values for each song and harmonic presented in Figure 5b
(e.g., Montalbetti and Kanasewich, 1970; Ereditato and Luongo, 1994; Thompson and Reyes,
2017). The window lengths were determined based on the waveform duration. The strongest
harmonics of each song typically have a flat, elliptical motion (planarity>0.85 and rectilinearity
between 0.4 and 0.9) similar to a Rayleigh wave, though the directionality (i.e., azimuth,
inclination) varies for each song and harmonic and sometimes even within a song. Most
exceptions to this are songs with weaker signals that are more likely to be affected by noise.
Other harmonics that are relatively weak but with good signal-to-noise typically show a complex
particle motion that greatly varies through time (e.g., Figure S2) and isn’t well described by the
parameters in Figure 5b. The inclination of the elliptical motion and complex motions of higher
harmonics could result from interference between Rayleigh waves and scattered body waves in
the basin (e.g., Ma et al., 2016). For the signals that were well-recorded by CI.BHP, we
observed similar planar, elliptical particle motions.
Figure 5: (a) Displacement particle motion of each harmonic at station ZY.CIT-E (Z, N, E components) for the first 150 seconds of song 18 (Table S1). Data were bandpass filtered between +/-0.2 Hz of the frequency peak. (b) Median values of parameters describing particle motion for each harmonic plotted against the harmonic’s amplitude measured from the power
Increasing the ranking of the harmonic with 1 being the strongest for each song. Marker size reflects the $M_{Le}$ of the song.

**Determining the Strength of Concert Tremor**

When engaging with the public about ground-shaking events, everyone wants to know "how big was it?" Seismologists have established methods for determining the strength of earthquakes, the most well-known being magnitude. For atypical signals, however, this question is more complex. Is a magnitude derived from the peak amplitude meaningful for a concert tremor signal that's a few minutes long? For this reason, other measures of strength have been introduced, such as reduced displacement for volcanic explosion tremor (e.g., Aki and Koyanagi, 1981).

Earthquakes produce permanent deformation, and the moment magnitude traditionally computed from seismic moment is a measure of the deformation. Concert tremor, however, is a transient phenomenon that does not leave permanent deformation, so the best evaluation of signal strength should be radiated energy. If the estimate is based only on the largest amplitude, the magnitude of the concert tremor would approximate the energy radiated during a brief energetic time span. Alternatively, one can calculate the energy radiated during the entire song and then interpret it in terms of the magnitude of an earthquake that would have radiated the same energy. Such an estimate of the song strength is more representative of the energy released during a performance.

**Radiated Energy**

We first calculated the radiated energy, $E_R$, and equivalent local magnitude, $M_{Le}$, for songs performed during the 5 August concert and recorded by the temporary strong-motion sensor, ZY.CIT-E (Fig. 1a). To prepare the seismic data for processing, we bandpass filtered...
acceleration waveforms within 1-6 Hz and deconvolved the instrument response to obtain ground velocity in cm/s.

Following Kanamori et al. (1993), we computed $E_R$ as proportional to the time-domain integration of the squared ground-motion velocity $\nu$, rotated into radial (R), transverse (T), and vertical (V) components:

$$E_R = 4\pi r^2 \cdot \rho \beta \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \nu^2 \, dt \quad (\text{Eq. 1})$$

$$\nu^2 = \nu_R^2 + \nu_T^2 + \nu_V^2 \quad (\text{Eq. 2})$$

where $r$ is the propagation distance (400 m), $\rho$ is the ground density (2500 kg/m$^3$), $\beta$ is the wave propagation velocity (350 m/s), and $t_1$ and $t_2$ are the start and end of the songs, respectively (e.g., Figure 3b). Note that Kanamori et al. (1993) used S-wave velocity since S waves carry most of the energy of local earthquakes, but our signals are predominately Rayleigh waves. The choice of phases, however, does not change the equation since we are estimating the energy of a local event as a whole, which depends on the phases that carry most of the wave energy.

Because of the seismic station proximity, we assumed a uniform half-space, where the Rayleigh waves are non-dispersive with a constant phase velocity of ~90% of the shear-wave velocity, determined from Vs30 velocities for the concert venue location. The final $E_R$ computation requires a correction for attenuation $Q$, site response $SR$, and radiation pattern $R$:

$$E_{RT} = C(Q, SR, R) \cdot E_R \quad (\text{Eq. 3})$$

Following Kanamori et al. (1993), we assumed the attenuation from Jennings and Kanamori (1983), average radiation pattern equal to 1, and an amplification factor of 2 for the station, resulting in factor $C(Q, SR, R)$ equal to 0.0625. Finally, we computed the corresponding equivalent $M_L$ from:

$$\log E_{RT} = 1.96 M_L + 9.05 \quad (\text{Eq. 4})$$

where $E_{RT}$ is in ergs.
The radiated energy per song varies over three orders of magnitude, with equivalent $M_L$ ranging from -0.5 to 0.85 (Figure 6). We also examined energy per minute, which is a more informative way to discuss and compare the strength of individual concert tremor signals as well as non-seismic and seismic signals since durations can greatly differ. The per song and per minute energy rankings generally correlate with each other, although not exactly (Tables 1&S1, Figure 6a). The first half, and especially the first quarter, of the concert was more energetic, with the exception of song 34, and there is no apparent correlation between $E_R/\text{min}$ and song beat rate (Figure 6c). While the most energetic songs have an equivalent $M_L$ of 0.85, their minutes-long durations are much greater than the $\sim$1 second durations of similar magnitude earthquakes. For comparison, the strongest concert tremor magnitude averages $\sim$0.007 $M_L/\text{sec}$, about 120 times less than an $M_L$ 0.85 earthquake.

Table 1: Radiated energy $E_R$ in Joules and equivalent local magnitude $M_L$ per song duration and per minute for the top 5 most “energetic” signals. The numbers in parentheses refer to song ranking based on $E_R(\text{J})$/song sorting. The values for all songs can be found in Supplemental Table S1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>song</th>
<th>$E_R(\text{J})$/song</th>
<th>$E_R(\text{J})$/min</th>
<th>$M_L$/song</th>
<th>$M_L$/min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34. Shake It Off</td>
<td>5210 (1)</td>
<td>1270 (2)</td>
<td>0.851 (1)</td>
<td>0.208 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. You Belong With Me</td>
<td>5170 (2)</td>
<td>1310 (1)</td>
<td>0.849 (2)</td>
<td>0.214 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cruel Summer</td>
<td>4150 (3)</td>
<td>1010 (3)</td>
<td>0.800 (3)</td>
<td>0.195 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. 22</td>
<td>3180 (4)</td>
<td>775 (5)</td>
<td>0.741 (4)</td>
<td>0.181 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2060 (5)</td>
<td>486 (7)</td>
<td>0.645 (5)</td>
<td>0.152 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: a) Radiated energy for each song, per minute and per song. b) Comparison of local magnitude ($M_L$) per song computed from energy (red squares) and peak amplitude (circles) as detailed in the text. c) Radiated energy $E_R$ per minute for each song in chronological order compared to song beat rate from the album recording. “Song number” refers to the index in Table S1.

**Local Magnitude from Peak Amplitude**

For comparison, we also calculated the $M_L$ of the concert tremor with the traditional method using peak amplitude (Richter, 1935). Waveforms were filtered to isolate the signal and reduce noise as much as possible. We chose a 1-6 Hz filter for station ZY.CIT-E and a 1.5-3.5 Hz filter for station CI.BHP and used the vertical component (HNZ and HHZ, respectively). Since the
frequency range corresponds to the flat part of the instrument responses, we simply used the
sensitivity value to convert to physical units. The peak amplitude was measured as the
maximum absolute value of the displacement waveform with the first and last four seconds
removed to avoid integration artifacts. We used the Kanamori et al. (1993) form of the local
magnitude equation with constants determined for Southern California (Hutton et al., 2010):

\[ M_L = \log_{10} A + 1.14 \log_{10} r + 0.002193 r + 0.4985 \]  (Eq. 5)

where \( A \) is the peak amplitude in mm and \( r \) is the distance in km. A site correction is typically
also included but is ignored here since the temporary station ZY.CIT-E does not have one and it
would only shift the values up or down. For reference, station CI.BHP normally has a correction
of -0.3.

The amplitude-based magnitude (\( M_{La} \)) estimates are much smaller than those based on energy
(\( M_{Le} \)) (Figure 6b), consistent with the expectation for a long-duration tremor signal. While the
songs with higher \( M_{Le} \) tend to also have a higher \( M_{La} \), the ordering is not one-to-one, even for
\( M_{Le} / \text{min} \). Differences in the two \( M_{La} \) estimates may be related to site effects that are not
accounted for and/or the different frequency bands that were recorded and used.

**Structural Response of the Stadium**

Strong-motion CSN sensors were deployed inside the stadium to verify the sources of vibrations
observed outside stadium grounds. During the concerts, the CSN sensors recorded acceleration
signals with good signal-to-noise on the upper levels. The waveforms in all three components
exhibit amplification in the higher elevation levels (Figure 7). The maximum acceleration was
about 1%g recorded in the Stadium-East and vertical directions on Level 8SW. The horizontal
motions, particularly in the Stadium-East direction, were about as large as the vertical motions,
indicating a significant amount of horizontal structural response throughout the concerts.
Figure 7: Unfiltered accelerations recorded on strong-motion CSN sensors inside the SoFi stadium bowl for the concert starting at 03:00 on 5 August 2023 (8pm on 4 August, local time). Sensor locations are indicated on the left side of each waveform. Colors group sensors by bowl level. All waveforms are normalized by the same constant to retain their relative amplitudes.

Spectrograms of the stadium station data (Figure 8) exhibit high spectral energy at the same frequencies throughout the concerts as the network stations (e.g., Figure 2a), suggesting the stadium motion has largely the same source as the vibrations recorded on the sensors external to the stadium. Stadium vibrations are likely a complicated mix of concert-induced frequencies and stadium modal frequencies (“structural modes”), within the same frequency range (Catbas et al., 2010). If there are fundamental resonant bowl modes below 1 Hz as expected, they are not excited during the concert, as the lowest recorded harmonics in the spectrograms are above 1 Hz (Figure 8).
What Generates Concert Tremor?

The source of low-frequency concert tremor signals has been debated, particularly whether they are produced by the synchronized movement of the crowd or by the sound system and/or instruments coupled to the stage. Previous studies of concerts at stadiums (Erlingsson and Bodare, 1996) and outdoor festivals (Denton, 2014) have argued for a crowd-based source. It’s known that both individuals and crowds can synchronize their movements to a beat (e.g., Styns et al., 2007; Solberg and Jensenius, 2019) and that those movements can produce large
amounts of vibrational energy (e.g., Chen et al., 2019). Malone et al. (2015) found similar narrowband, harmonic seismic tremor from a chanting crowd during a football game, indicating that crowds are capable of generating such signals since no music would have been playing in that situation. In contrast, Bowers and Green (2008) argued that the low-frequency seismic signals observed from an outdoor electronic dance music festival were generated by vibrations from the sound system in response to the musical beat.

Regardless of source, studies typically ascribe the low-frequency signals to the Dirac comb effect, wherein a series of repetitive impulsive signals functions as a single coherent signal. A spectrogram of a Dirac comb reflects the rate of the repetitive signal rather than the spectrum of each individual signal. For a speaker or instrument source, the low-frequency signal would be generated by vibrations of the speakers themselves and/or the concert stage (or building structure) that are generated in response to the song’s beat. In this case, music with a strong repetitive beat, likely from the rhythm instruments (e.g., bass guitar, drums), should produce a stronger, steadier signal compared to music that is missing these components (e.g., guitar-only song). For a crowd-based source, the movements of the crowd (e.g., jumping, swaying) to the beat would release energy directly into the ground and/or induce vibrations in the building structure.

To test the source hypotheses in a controlled setting, we conducted a simple experiment to record music played on a portable public announcement speaker system with the same strong-motion sensors used for our temporary deployment (see details in Supplemental Text S2). One sensor each was placed in front of and behind the speaker system at 1 m distance with the north component parallel to the speaker system. We played the Swift song “Love Story” (song 9, 119 BPM), and during the last chorus, one person repeatedly jumped with the beat near the speaker. At maximum volume, vibrations from the speaker were clearly felt while standing next
to it. We also tested a steady beat (120 BPM) from a bass guitar to isolate the signal of a single instrument playing the most basic rhythm. Clear, harmonic, low-frequency signals were recorded only during the jumping, though higher-frequency energy (~50-90 Hz) was recorded during the music-only and bass-beat tests (Figure 9). The fundamental harmonic from the jumping was ~2 Hz, consistent with the beat rate of the song.
Figure 9: (a) Strong-motion recording from the speaker experiment. Spectrograms produced using 1024-sample windows with 90% overlap. The sharp broadband lines were strong jumps that marked the start and end of a test. (b) Expanded waveform of one bass-beat test to better show the repetitive beat. (c) Expanded spectrogram of the low frequencies from the second jumping test.

Overall, the evidence suggests that crowd-movement is the primary source of the low-frequency signals, with the speaker system or instruments potentially contributing via stage or building vibrations. Our experiment showed no low-frequency signal from even a basic, steady bass beat, but the signal did appear for someone bouncing with the music. The difference may be in the character of the signal - compared to the sharp spikes of the jumps, the bass beats have a rounder, more emergent envelope that may not effectively function as a Dirac comb. One caveat is that our experiment did not include a stage or stadium-grade sound system, so we cannot completely rule out speakers as a vibrational energy source. However, there are other aspects from the concert data analyses that also support a dominantly audience-based source. First, the opening act for the Swift concerts was only possibly recorded on one or two nights (Figure S1), although the artist performing right before Swift was the same every night and the sound system should also have been the same. Second, during concert tours, the crew typically performs sound checks and/or practice runs prior to the event. We did not observe seismic signals from these checks. Similarly, Caplan-Auerbach et al. (2023) found no low frequency signals recorded during sound checks from the 2023 Swift concerts in Seattle, WA, but did find higher frequency signals comparable to those during the concert. Third, changes in the particle motion between and within songs would not be expected from a consistent, static speaker system but could be generated by changing crowd motion. Fourth, low-frequency signals were observed during songs that do not have a strong musical beat (e.g., songs 37, 38), which would
not be expected if the speakers were the primary source. Fifth, the strongest harmonics are mostly between ~90 and ~200 BPM (Figure 4d) regardless of the song’s beat rate, which is consistent with the 1.5-3 Hz frequency band (90-180 BPM) previously determined for loads induced by people jumping to a beat (Sahlin, 1986 via Erlingsson and Bodare, 1996). As a final note, the decrease in energy release over the concert duration may potentially relate to the audience getting tired as the beat rates don't reflect a systematic change in the type of song played (Figure 6c).

Another aspect of the source to consider is the generated particle motions. For one person jumping in our experiment, the particle motion was approximately linear and nearly vertical, as would be expected for a downward-force point source (Figure S3). However, the particle motion of the dominant harmonics is planar-elliptical, similar to Rayleigh waves, as has been noted in other studies (e.g., Denton, 2014). Since a stadium crowd is distributed over the footprint of the bowl, it cannot be taken as a point source for the close station distances. Additionally, concert crowds don't necessarily all jump together. During a large stadium concert, Erlingsson and Bodare (1996) noted that the crowd moved in a ripple or wave-like motion that initiated near the stage and propagated outward with the sound, rather than in a single coordinated jump. The planar, elliptical motion may reflect the distributed point sources (i.e., people) moving as a rolling wave. This ripple effect could also explain the typically stronger east or stadium-east component signals (perpendicular to the extended stage setup) within and outside the stadium.

Similar to particle motion, the stadium response itself shows approximately equal shaking intensity in the east and vertical directions, with lower yet notable shaking in the north direction. If the audience motions are the source of both vertical and horizontal forces, this could be explained by different mechanisms occurring at the same time. One obvious source for vertical loading is individual and collective audience participants jumping up and down. Lateral
variations in audience response (e.g., wave-like movement, subsections of the crowd jumping) could result in moments being applied to particular stadium levels, which could result in horizontal components of force. Individual audience motions could also involve moving laterally (e.g., swaying motion) against the concrete seat framing system.

Vibrational energy generated by activities inside the stadium is transmitted into the underlying soil and to locations outside the stadium through soil-foundation coupling at the bottom of the bowl. The SoFi foundation consists of reinforced concrete pile caps (thick, continuous, horizontal mats), supported by concrete piles extending vertically into deeper ground. The piles are isolated from the surrounding soil and sit on concrete footings (CSMIP Station No. 14M33); this is the system that carries the load of the superstructure. The sources of vibrational energy are the vertical and horizontal forces produced inside the stadium and its structural systems. Because it does not come into contact with the surrounding retaining walls or with the column-canopy system, the stadium bowl directs the loading forces into the underlying soil directly through the foundation system.

Comparison to Other Musical Acts

We conducted the same analyses for concerts from three other musical acts that performed at SoFi stadium in summer 2023: Morgan Wallen (country) on 23 July, Metallica (metal) on 26 & 28 August, and Beyonce (pop/R&B) during 2-5 September (all UTC). Additionally, we observed clear signals on station CE.14683 (Figure 1) from three well-known opening acts (Pantera on 26 August, Five Finger Death Punch on 28 August, and DJ Khaled on 2 September). Overall, the results from these concerts are similar to those from the Swift concerts (Figures 10&S4-6, Supplementary Tables S2-4) and support the audience-source hypothesis. For station
CE.14683, the strongest frequencies tended to be on the second harmonic (i.e., double the beat rate), which may be an effect of the instrument or site response. Interestingly, signals from the Metallica concerts were not as neatly peaked or consistent in frequency as any of the other analyzed concerts. While searching for information about those concerts, we came across several comments and forums that mentioned poor sound quality, especially in the higher bowl levels. If fans had a hard time discerning the song or beat, it may explain the more variable signals, as it would have influenced their movements. Other possibilities are that metal bands in general tend to play “in the moment” and are less likely to stick to a beat (or an album recording) compared to the highly choreographed shows of Swift and Beyonce, or that metal fans may move in a manner that’s less amenable to generating steady vibrations.

Figure 10: a) Spectrograms from the analyzed Morgan Wallen, Metallica, and Beyonce concerts. Note that Metallica had a different setlist each night and is shown twice. Signals from opening acts are visible during the first hour of the CE.14683 recordings. b) Comparison of signal frequency and song beat rate for all concerts shown in (a), not including opening acts.
The identification frequency was used for the Metallica concerts instead of peak frequency due to effects of the broader-band signals on the peak detection.

Summary

Large concerts and music festivals are known to produce seismic signals, though there has been debate about the source of the low-frequency harmonics associated with those signals. In this study, we analyzed 43 of 45 songs from a Taylor Swift concert that were seismically recorded on permanent network stations and temporary stations near and within the stadium where she performed. We found a strong relation between the frequency of the harmonics and the song beat rate, similar to previous studies, whereas there was up to 60% difference in seismic and album recording durations. The particle motions of the strongest harmonics were consistent with Rayleigh waves, likely with influence from scattered body waves in the basin. Our estimates of signal magnitude significantly differed based on energy release (roughly -0.5 to 0.9) or peak amplitude (roughly -3.5 to -1.7), which is expected for signals with extended durations. Fundamental stadium resonant modes were not observed, and more detailed analysis would be required to determine potential stadium contributions from higher modes. Analyses of concerts from three other genres showed similar results.

Based on the available evidence, we interpreted the seismic waves as resulting primarily from crowd movements to the music. To independently evaluate the source, we conducted a brief experiment with a speaker system and found that only a jumping person was able to produce the low-frequency signals. The music or a simple bass beat played through the speaker only produced signals at high frequencies (~40+ Hz). Since a person jumping produces linear, vertical particle motion, the Rayleigh-wave motion may be generated by the crowd movements.
occurring in a rolling-wave motion rather than as a single, coherent, coordinated motion. Such variations in movements could also explain the similar amplitudes recorded on the vertical and horizontal components of the sensors inside the stadium.

**Data & Resources**

The Hough line and frequency peak analyses were done using built-in functions in Matlab. These analyses as well as the particle motion analysis also used the GISMO toolbox for Matlab ([https://github.com/geoscience-community-codes/GISMO](https://github.com/geoscience-community-codes/GISMO)). For the energy analysis, waveform processing was done with the Seismic Analysis Code (SAC) using SEED volume instrument response (RESP) files. Waveform data and metadata for the CI & NP network stations and the temporary ZY.CIT-E station can be accessed through the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC). Per CSN policy through agreements with sensor hosts, non-earthquake data (i.e., from the stadium sensors) cannot be released to the public. Structural and geotechnical CSMIP data are from [www.strongmotioncenter.org](http://www.strongmotioncenter.org), Station No. 14M33. The station map was created using Plotly Express and map data contributed by Carto and OpenStreetMap. Supplemental Material includes more details about the stadium construction and speaker experiment, additional figures, the concert analysis data tables, and the speaker experiment waveform data.
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Supplemental Material
for
Shake to the beat: Exploring the seismic signals and structural response of concerts and music fans
G. Tepp, I. Stubailo, M. Kohler, R. Guy, and Y. Bozorgnia

Description of supplemental material
This document provides further details about the technical design of SoFi stadium and the speaker experiment, additional figures, and captions for the supplemental data tables. The data tables are provided as individual sheets in the Excel file labeled supplemental_tables.xlsx. We also include SAC data files from the speaker experiment in the zip folder labeled experiment_data.zip.

Supplemental Text

S1: Technical design of SoFi Stadium

The main structural engineering elements of SoFi stadium bowl consist of a steel frame and concrete deck system for lateral and gravity support. The frame is made up of 1100 buckling restrained braces for lateral support. It also has thermal expansion connectors to allow for strain associated with large temperature changes. The decks are composite (concrete) and the seats, stairs, and curbs are pre-cast concrete. The floor level decks consist of corrugated steel overlain by smooth concrete, resulting in a total thickness of several inches. Structural concrete was used to install the slab-on-grade and slab-on-metal deck work.

The stadium roof consists of a canopy supported by 37 reinforced-concrete columns. The roof canopy is made up of a structural steel shell including a compression ring, a cable net system, and over 300 fluorine-based plastic panels covering 1.2 million square feet. Each blade column contains a triple pendulum seismic isolator at the top where the roof meets the column, seismically isolating the roof and shifting the vibration periods to longer periods (e.g., 5 s or longer). The blade columns themselves are expected to have a relatively short period of vibration in the vertical direction (e.g. approximately 0.1 s). While the roof-canopy-column system should not be relevant to this study (as it’s separate from the bowl and concert vibration source), it will play an important role in stadium response to future earthquake motions.

Details on structural engineering elements can be found in AISC’s Continuing Education series session “Structural Analysis and Design of SoFi Stadium (U3)” presented by R. Sabelli and M.
S2: Detailed description of the speaker experiment

We conducted an experiment to test whether a speaker could feasibly produce the observed low-frequency (1-10 Hz) seismic signals. Two Basalt data loggers with epi-sensors (strong motion accelerometers) were placed 1 m from a speaker system, one in front (CIT-E) and one behind (CIT-T), with the north component parallel to the speaker system (Figure ST1). The front sensor was the same one temporarily deployed during the Swift concerts. Data were recorded at 100 and 200 samples per second. The speaker system was a portable public announcement system (Pyle PWMA1050BT) with 3 built-in speakers (10 inch subwoofer, 4 inch mid range, & 4 inch tweeter), an amplifier with a frequency response down to 35 Hz, and a maximum power output of 800 W (RMS output 400 W, sound pressure level 94 dB re 1 W/m). We performed the experiment in a basement hallway with tile floors. The sensors and speakers were placed on the floor with nothing additional to improve coupling. We initially tested the sensors at a distance of 2 m; however, the signal was too weak to work with, so we moved the sensors closer and successfully made changes to increase the input volume of the music (e.g., switching from an MP3 player to a laptop).

For the music tests, we plugged a laptop into the speaker system and played the song “Love Story” at maximum volume with the Apple Music application (test 1) and at an amplified volume with the Audacity application (test 2), which was loud enough to cause noticeable distortion in the sound. We clearly felt vibrations while standing near the speaker. For both tests, during the last chorus of the song, one person jumped along with the beat in the same way as would be done during a concert. The jumping occurred next to and slightly in front of the speaker (i.e., closer to CIT-E; white X in Figure ST1). For the bass beat test, a bass guitar with active electronics was plugged into the speaker system and played at maximum volume. The bassist finger-picked a low E (lowest note on a typically tuned bass) at 120 beats per minute, first with a metronome and then without. For the last part of the test, the bassist alternated between a low E and the next octave E at a slightly faster pace.
Figure ST1: Experimental setup with two sensors placed on either side of the portable speaker system. Sensors are shown at 2 m distance (center of speaker system to center of blue tape). Yellow arrows visible on the bottom corner of the front sensor indicate north (pointing left) & east directions. The white X approximates the location of the jumping tests.
Supplemental Figures

Figure S1: Spectrograms for all six nights recorded by station ZY.CIT-E (02:30-07:00 UTC). Swift concerts occurred every night except 7 August, which was a break in the 6 concert/7 night schedule.
Figure S2: Particle motion on station ZY.CIT-E for song 34 with all harmonics together (top) and each harmonic (frequency peak +/- 0.2 Hz) individually for more detail (rows 2-5).
Figure S3: Particle motion of jumping during speaker experiment test 2 from sensor CIT-E (200 Hz data) with all harmonics together (top) and each harmonic (frequency peak +/- 0.5 Hz) individually for more detail (rows 2-4).
Figure S4: Analysis results for the Wallen concert from station CI.BHP. a) Album and seismic durations of songs in chronological order. “Shortened” refers to songs that were marked as such in the set list, and “normal” refers to the rest. b) Histogram of the percent difference of the seismic duration compared to the album duration. c) Album beats per minute (BPM, red diamonds), the frequency at which the Hough line was identified (magenta star), and frequency peaks from the spectra (blue circles, lighter blue for the strongest peak) for each song in chronological order. d) Comparison of the album beat rates to the identification frequencies (stars) and frequency peaks (circles). “Song number” refers to the index in Table S2.
Figure S5: Analysis results for the Metallica concerts from station CE.14683. a) Album and seismic durations of songs in chronological order. “Shortened” refers to songs that were marked as such in the set list, and “normal” refers to the rest. b) Histogram of the percent difference of the seismic duration compared to the album duration. c) Album beats per minute (BPM, red diamonds), the frequency at which the Hough line was identified (magenta star), and frequency peaks from the spectra (blue circles, lighter blue for the strongest peak) for each song in chronological order. d) Comparison of the album beat rates to the identification frequencies (stars) and frequency peaks (circles). “Song number” refers to the index in Table S3.
Figure S6: Analysis results for the Beyoncé concert from station CE.14683. a) Album and seismic durations of songs in chronological order. "Shortened" refers to songs that were marked as such in the set list, and "normal" refers to the rest. b) Histogram of the percent difference of the seismic duration compared to the album duration. c) Album beats per minute (BPM, red diamonds), the frequency at which the Hough line was identified (magenta star), and frequency peaks from the spectra (blue circles, lighter blue for the strongest peak) for each song in chronological order. d) Comparison of the album beat rates to the identification frequencies (stars) and frequency peaks (circles). "Song number" refers to the index in Table S4 with negative numbers indicating songs from the opening act.

Supplemental Table Captions

Table S1: Analysis details of Taylor Swift concert on 5 August 2023. Columns 3-6 are details of the album recordings. Columns 7-18 are the analysis results from ZY.CIT-E (unless otherwise specified).

Table S2: Analysis details of Morgan Wallen concert on 23 July 2023. Columns 3-6 are details of the album recordings. Columns 7-15 are the analysis results from CI.BHP.
Table S3: Analysis details of Metallica concerts on 26 & 28 August 2023. Columns 3-6 are details of the album recordings. Columns 7-16 are the analysis results from CE.14683 (unless otherwise specified).

Table S4: Analysis details of Beyonce concert on 2 September 2023. Columns 3-6 are details of the album recordings. Columns 7-16 are the analysis results from CE.14683 (unless otherwise specified).